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Johannes Brahms (1833-1897)______________________________________________ 
Concerto for Violin, Cello, and Orchestra in A minor, Op. 102 (1887) 
 
  Brahms wrote only four concertos, one for violin, two for piano, and this, his last symphonic 
work. The Double Concerto may have been written in part to reconcile Brahms with his old 
friend, Hungarian violinist Joseph Joachim, from whom he had been estranged for years. It gave 
him a good excuse to ask for technical advice as he had done nine years earlier when he was 
working on his violin concerto. Brahms wrote to Joachim, “…I have been unable to resist the 
ideas that have been occurring to me for a concerto for violin and cello, much as I have tried to 
talk myself out of it.” An amicable exchange of correspondence continued until Joachim and 
cellist Robert Hausmann, who had asked Brahms to write a cello concerto, had both learned the 
work, suggested edits, and agreed to perform it.  
  Although the first public performance was on October 18, a trial run with the same performers 
was held in September, in Clara Schumann’s presence, with Brahms “reducing” the orchestral 
accompaniment to the piano. The Double Concerto, dedicated to Joachim, is unique in a 
classical/romantic repertoire devoid of other collaborations of its kind. The work is not 
performed as often as other warhorses, perhaps partially because of the logistical difficulty of 
finding amiable and accomplished soloists willing to share the spotlight. 
  As the work opens we hear the solo cello respond to the orchestra’s opening in a solo recitative. 
The violin joins and their duo cadenza brings on the orchestra’s introduction of the main theme. 
The relationship of the two soloists throughout is a study in contrasts, as they are imitative then 
supportive, playful then contrary, (in one compelling passage in particular), at times finish each 
other’s sentences and at other times accompany each other.  
  The winds introduce a melancholy four note tune at the beginning of the second movement. The 
violin and cello tenderly complete the melody an octave apart. Later we hear two related themes: 
a sweet woodwind melody and gentle triplets in the solo parts, along with a return of the octave 
theme. 
  The cello launches the rondo third movement, with dancing gypsy flavor repeated by the solo 
violin and a grand orchestral tutti. The development takes on the air of a scherzo. The coda 
begins tenderly and moves to exuberant joy. 
 
♪ WORLD EVENTS: work begins on the Eiffel Tower, Georgia O’Keefe is born, Verdi’s 

opera Otello premieres in Milan 
♪ FIRST PERFORMANCE: October 18, 1887, Cologne, Joseph Joachim, violin, and 

Robert Hausmann, cello, with the composer conducting 
♪ MOST RECENT SSO PERFORMANCE: September 13, 2008, Ron Spigelman 

conducting, Michael Ludwig, violin, and Mark Kosower, cello 
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Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky (1840-1893)_____________________________________________ 
Symphony No. 6 in B minor, Op. 74 (Pathètique) (1893) 
 
  Tchaikovsky’s very last composition, the sixth symphony, was premiered only nine days before 
he died at age 53 from cholera (although an endless debate has swirled suggesting possible 
suicide). He had begun a prior symphony and was dissatisfied with it, destroying it before 
commencing work on the sixth.  Tchaikovsky believed this work was the best of his 
compositions and wrote to his brother, “Now I have composed a new symphony which I 
certainly shall not tear up.” 
  Subtitles for musical compositions are often added later by someone other than the composer 
and this is no exception. Tchaikovsky had originally entitled it merely Program Symphony. At 
the premiere, Rimsky-Korsakov asked him what the program was and Tchaikovsky replied that 
he did not want to reveal it. The day after the concert, which was received coolly, perhaps 
partially due to the unconventional treatment of the symphony form--ending with a whisper, his 
brother Modest suggested the subtitle Pathètique, (here implying a translation meaning “with 
pathos”, not the modern interpretation of “sadly inept”). Tchaikovsky embraced the label—for 
one day--after which he wrote his publisher not to include it on the title page, which was ignored.  
  Although he refused to divulge it, Tchaikovsky admitted to his nephew, to whom the piece was 
dedicated, that it had a program. He wrote, “Let him guess it who can.” And many did until the 
following penciled notes were found among Tchaikovsky’s sketches:  “The ultimate essence … 
of the symphony is Life. First part – all impulse, passion, confidence, thirst for activity. Must be 
short (the finale death – result of collapse). Second part love: third disappointments; fourth ends 
dying away (also short).” 
  The symphony begins adagio with a questioning bassoon soon followed by an urgent allegro 
non troppo, answered by the famous sorrowing andante second theme. After the sometimes 
frantic development, which is launched with a crash, the movement ends with a hopeful andante 
mosso return.  
  The second movement comprises an exhilarating bumpy waltz in 5/4 time with a free-flowing 
melody undergirded by a somewhat awkward rhythm. Beginning softly with spiraling figures, 
the third movement grows from a distant march theme in the oboe to a full orchestra rally that 
ends in an agitated climax.  
  Coming last, the adagio lamentoso begins with a plaintive sigh in the strings. The second 
theme, a flowing and simple violin line, seems a lingering farewell. The tolling of the tam-tam 
precedes the return of the second theme, this time darker in minor, dying away to a nearly 
inaudible pianissississimo. It is here where symphonic convention is upended: instead of the 
traditional grand energetic ending, we hear tolling bass heartbeats dying away in seeming pain. 
Interpretations of this movement often find it consoling rather than condemning. 
 
♪ WORLD EVENTS: Verdi’s opera Falstaff premieres in Milan, Wrigley’s gum 

introduced, Katherine Lee Bates writes America the Beautiful 



♪ FIRST PERFORMANCE: October 28, 1893, St. Petersburg, with the composer 
conducting 

♪ MOST RECENT SSO PERFORMANCE: November 12, 2011, Andres Franco 
conducting 

 


